Abstract-Most sensitivity analysis studies of optimization algorithm control parameters are restricted to a single objective function evaluation (OFE) budget. This restriction is problematic because the optimality of control parameter values (CPVs) is dependent not only on the problem's fitness landscape, but also on the OFE budget available to explore that landscape. Therefore, the OFE budget needs to be taken into consideration when performing control parameter tuning. This paper presents a new algorithm tuning multiobjective particle swarm optimization (tMOPSO) for tuning the CPVs of stochastic optimization algorithms under a range of OFE budget constraints. Specifically, for a given problem tMOPSO aims to determine multiple groups of CPVs, each of which results in optimal performance at a different OFE budget. To achieve this, the control parameter tuning problem is formulated as a multiobjective optimization problem. Additionally, tMOPSO uses a noise-handling strategy and CPV assessment procedure, which are specialized for tuning stochastic optimization algorithms. Conducted numerical experiments provide evidence that tMOPSO is effective at tuning under multiple OFE budget constraints.
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I. INTRODUCTION
O PTIMIZATION practitioners often refer to parameter tuning studies when selecting an algorithm's control parameter values (CPVs). These studies are usually restricted to a single objective function evaluation (OFE) budget constraint. This is problematic since the performance of optimization algorithms is dependent not only on the problem's fitness landscape [1] , [2] , but also on the OFE budget available to explore that landscape. The sensitivity of control parameter tuning to the OFE budget under which the algorithm is tuned has been directly investigated by Dymond et al. [3] . For the sensitivity investigation by Dymond et al. [3] multiple singleobjective tuning problems were solved, each of which tuned selected optimization algorithms under a different OFE budget. The solutions from these tuning problems showed that different CPV tuples were found to be optimal depending on the OFE budget under which the algorithm was tuned. Additionally, evidence was given that the greater the difference between the OFE budget under which the algorithm was tuned and the OFE budget used to assess that algorithm's performance, the poorer the relative performance. The sensitivity investigation by Dymond et al. [3] does not prove that all single OFE budget CPV tuning is sensitive to the OFE budget under which an algorithm is tuned. The sensitivity investigation does, however, indicate that algorithms do exist for which control parameter tuning should be conducted under multiple OFE budget constraints.
Tuning an optimization algorithm under multiple OFE budget constraints could be achieved by setting up multiple tuning problems, each focused on a different OFE budget, as done in the sensitivity investigation by Dymond et al. [3] However, solving multiple tuning problems is computationally wasteful as no information sharing occurs between these problems. More specifically, utilizing information from solutions to tuning problems that are focused on an OFE budget close to the budget under which an algorithm is being tuned should enhance tuning efficiency. This information is not utilized if multiple independent tuning problems are used to tune an optimization algorithm under multiple OFE budgets.
In order to efficiently tune optimization algorithms under multiple OFE budgets, a new tuning algorithm called tuning multiobjective particle swarm optimization (tMOPSO) is proposed. tMOPSO directly incorporates sensitivity to OFE budgets into the tuning process through the use of multiobjective optimization. The first objective of the tuning formulation is to minimize the solution error obtained by the algorithm being tuned, or the cost function value if the problem optimum is unknown. The second objective of the tuning formulation is to minimize the number of OFEs required to determine that solution error. Furthermore, when tuning a stochastic algorithm, multiple sample runs are required to determine which CPV tuple results in best mean solution error, given a specified confidence level. For each of these sample runs, the solution error is calculated by running the algorithm being tuned, from initialization to the OFE budget at which the solution error is to be determined. As such, the solution error calculation actually provides information on solution errors obtained for a range of OFE budgets. tMOPSO exploits this information in conjunction with a noise-handling strategy which uses Mann-Whitney U-tests (MWUTs), in order to efficiently tune stochastic algorithms to multiple OFE budgets.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Related work is discussed in Section II, after which the proposed tuning algorithm is described in Section III. Then the numerical setup used to gauge the effectiveness of tMOPSO is given in Section IV, followed by the numerical results in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Control parameter tuning entails finding which algorithm's CPVs are optimal according to a specified utility metric [4] . The chosen utility metric measures a specified aspect of the performance of the algorithm being tuned. To help distinguish between the different parts of the control parameter tuning process, a three-layered hierarchy can be used [5] , where:
1) the application layer refers to the problem instance(s) used in CPV utility calculation; 2) the algorithm layer refers to the optimization algorithm being tuned; 3) the design layer refers to the tuning algorithm used. Using this terminology the tuning process can be described as follows: the design layer optimizes the algorithm layer to the application layer according to the specified utility measure. As such, the CPVs produced by the tuning process depend on these three layers as well as the utility metric used.
One of the first examples of control parameter tuning applied to evolutionary algorithms was using a genetic algorithm to improve another genetic algorithm's performance on five testing problems [6] . Since then, many other control parameter tuning algorithms have been proposed [7] - [13] , and numerous other tuning studies have been performed [14] - [17] . The M-FETA algorithm [13] , just like the proposed tMOPSO, is a multiobjective tuning algorithm. tMOPSO and M-FETA differ, however, since M-FETA tunes an optimization algorithm to multiple problems each at a specified OFE budget, whereas tMOPSO tunes an algorithm to a single problem under multiple OFE budgets. Tuning to find anytime [18] CPVs which perform well on average over a range of OFE budgets has also been done. The proposed tMOPSO does not aim to find anytime CPV tuples but rather to find multiple CPV tuples each of which is optimal for a different OFE budget.
Tuning is normally computationally expensive since each utility calculation requires performing an optimization run of the algorithm being tuned using the CPV tuple being assessed. Even for cases where the application layer consists of computationally cheap problem instances a high computational cost can result, since typically each utility evaluation entails the optimization algorithm being tuned, calling the objective function(s) in the application layer thousands of times. Given the high computational cost of calculating the utility of CPV tuples, a strong focus among tuning algorithms is efficiency. Examples are the relevance estimation and value calibration (REVAC) [9] and the sequential parameter optimization (SPO) [8] tuning algorithms, both of which use surrogate models of the tuning problem's fitness landscape to enhance convergence toward promising CPVs.
In the context of tuning stochastic optimization algorithms, the computational cost of tuning can be further reduced through the use of an efficient noise-handling strategy. In the context of tuning under a single OFE budget work has been done in the form of algorithms such as SPO, M-FETA, and F-race [19] . To emphasize the advantage of using an efficient noise-handling strategy the mechanics of F-race are briefly discussed. F-race is an iterative approach in which an initial group of candidates race against one another. During each iteration, an additional sample run is generated for each candidate still in the race. After the sample runs are generated, a Friedman statistical test [20] is applied to determine which candidates should be eliminated from the race, given a specified confidence level. This early elimination process by F-race saves considerable computational resources, compared with first generating large samples for each candidate and then running statistical tests.
When tuning an optimization algorithm under multiple OFE budgets, tuning efficiency can be further increased by using the history information from the CPV tuple assessment optimization runs [21] . The flexible budget method (FBM) [21] incorporates this history information by assessing a CPV tuple according to the resulting OFEs made, versus solution accuracy achieved, curve. Assessing CPV tuples in this manner boosts tuning efficiency since one run of the algorithm being tuned is used to gauge performance at multiple OFE budgets. A limitation of the FBM is that each CPV tuple being assessed is run up to the maximum OFE budget to which the algorithm is being tuned under, which is wasteful if the CPV tuple being assessed is effective at OFE budgets lower than that maximum OFE budget. Multiobjective tuning can be used to overcome this shortcoming.
Multiobjective tuning according to the conflicting criteria of speed versus accuracy [22] was proposed in [23] . Dréo [23] demonstrated the concept by setting up tuning problems, whereby the algorithm being tuned would terminate if stagnation occurs and no improvement was made over the last 100 OFEs. The mean runtime and the mean accuracy achieved as a function of the CPV tuple chosen were then used as the tuning objectives, which were optimized using the NSGA-II algorithm [24] . The Dréo proof-of-concept algorithm [23] , although similar to, is not a multiple OFE budget tuning algorithm. Specifically, the Dréo proof-of-concept algorithm [23] , can be used to tune an algorithm as to determine CPV tuples each which results in optimal mean accuracy given an average OFE usage. Given that termination due to a lack of improvement occurs at differing OFE usages, this mean solution accuracy achieved cannot be compared to the mean solution accuracy achieved given an OFE budget constraint. Dréo [23] did, however, introduce the idea of tuning according to speed versus accuracy, an idea which the tMOPSO algorithm uses to tune under multiple OFE budgets.
The contribution of this paper is to combine the aforementioned concepts in one algorithm. tMOPSO uses multiobjective optimization as to directly incorporate sensitivity to OFE budgets into the tuning problem formulation, by using the speed and accuracy objectives. However, unlike [23] , no stagnation termination criterion is added to the CPV tuple assessment runs, but rather an OFE budget which is controlled through a decision variable which is optimized by tMOPSO. In addition, tMOPSO uses the history information from the utility calculations to enhance tuning efficiency. These concepts are combined with a noise handling strategy, as to further increase efficiency when tuning stochastic algorithms.
Before tMOPSO is presented, the prerequisite multiobjective optimization concepts and nomenclature are given. Solving a constrained multiobjective minimization problem [25] entails determining the decision vectors x that minimize an objective function F, subject to that problem's inequality and equality constraints g and h, respectively. Formally a constrained multiobjective minimization problem is defined as
where
. . , f n f are the conflicting sub-objectives, n is the dimensionality of x, n g is the number of inequality constraints, n h is the number of equality constraints, and b L and b U define the search bounds. Multiobjective problems have multiple solutions, each of which is optimal for a different trade-off among the conflicting sub-objectives. Multiobjective algorithms commonly use the principle of Pareto dominance to identify these optimal solutions. According to Pareto dominance, a decision vector x 1 dominates another vector x 2 ( x 1 ≺ x 2 ), when x 1 is better or equal in all objectives while being better in at least one objective. For minimization problems,
and
The set of all Pareto nondominated decision vectors for a multiobjective optimization problem is referred to as the Pareto-optimal set (PS), while the set of objective function values corresponding to the PS is referred to as the Pareto-optimal front (PF). Since the PS often consists of infinite points, multiobjective evolutionary algorithms typically aim to determine a finite set of nondominated decision vectors that accurately approximate the PF.
III. PROPOSED TUNING ALGORITHM
In this section, the key concepts behind the proposed algorithm tMOPSO are first presented, followed by a complete outline of the algorithm. The first concept presented entails incorporating CPV sensitivity to OFE budgets into a tuning problem formulation, through the use of a multiobjective utility metric.
When tuning stochastic algorithms such as evolutionary or swarm intelligence optimization algorithms, utility metrics based on mean performance values are typically used. Two examples of commonly used single-objective utility metrics are: Fig. 1 . Illustration of why single objective utility metrics require a priori knowledge regarding the OFE budget or solution accuracy before tuning is applied, and how using a multiobjective utility metric overcomes this limitation. (a) Mean solution error obtained¯ versus the OFE budget available β, for four CPV tuples namely, y a , y b , y c , and y d . (b) Nondominated CPVs found when using a multiobjective utility metric. In this example, the Paretooptimal front indicates that for low OFE budget applications, y a is a good choice, y b is effective for intermediate OFE budgets, and y d is effective at high OFE budgets. y c should not be used as the CPV tuple is dominated for all OFE budgets. 1) the mean solution error or mean cost function value obtained after a fixed number of OFEs; 2) the mean number of OFEs required to solve a problem within a specified solution error tolerance. These single objective utility metrics require that either the desired solution tolerance or the desired OFE budget be known before tuning is conducted. Depending on the choice of solution tolerances or OFE budget, different CPVs are optimal for the tuning problem, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) .
To quantify a CPV tuple's utility in a general sense without presupposing a solution tolerance or OFE budget, a multiobjective utility metric [22] is used. The first criterion is the mean solution error obtained, or the mean cost function value if the optimum of the application layer's problem is unknown. The second criterion is the number of OFEs required to obtain that solution error. This multiobjective utility metric u, as a function of the CPVs being assessed, y, and the OFE budget used for that assessment, β, is
where¯ (y, β) is the mean solution error obtained by the algorithm being tuned on the application layer as a function of y and β. The PF of a multiobjective tuning problem formulated with u as its utility metric contains multiple CPV tuples, each of which is optimal for different solution tolerances or OFE budgets, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . As such, u successfully captures the conflicting needs of the practitioner who wants both a quick and an accurate solution to the optimization problem at hand. Using the u utility metric, the multiobjective problem formulation used by tMOPSO for tuning CPVs under multiple OFE budget constraints is formally defined as: determine y and β as to minimize u(y, β)
where β max denotes the largest OFE budget of interest, and g i represents each of the CPV inequality constraints. Contrary to the constrained multiobjective definition presented earlier, the multiobjective tuning problem formulation is not necessarily bound constrained for every decision variable. This constraint relaxation is motivated by the fact that some CPV bounds are difficult to determine before tuning. Consider, for example, specifying bounds for the population size parameter of an evolutionary algorithm. Although it is clear that this population size should be a positive integer, it is less obvious what a sensible maximum size should be.
The proposed tuning formulation can be solved by any standard multiobjective optimization algorithm, provided that the mean solution error obtained can be determined analytically. However, this is normally not the case when tuning stochastic algorithms, as analytical expressions for determining the solution error obtained as a function of the CPVs and OFE budget are often unavailable. As such, using a sample of multiple independent runs as to approximate the mean solution error is often the only viable choice. Approximating the mean solution error in this manner is troublesome, however, as these approximations introduce noise into the fitness landscape of the tuning problem.
A. Handling the Noise Resulting From Tuning Stochastic Algorithms
tMOPSO employs a noise-handling strategy tailored for tuning stochastic optimization algorithms, for which the mean solution error objective needs to be approximated numerically. For these cases, noise is induced on the first objective of u, which is to minimize the solution error objective, while the second objective of u, which is to minimize the number of OFEs used, remains noise free. Given that the first objective of u is solution error-based, its distribution has the following properties.
1) The mean of the distribution decreases for Paretooptimal decision vectors as the OFE budget available increases. 2) A probability density of zero for negative solution error values, since it is impossible to get a solution error less than zero.
Based on these properties, it is reasonable to assume that for the majority of tuning applications, the variance of the solution error obtained decreases for Pareto-optimal decision vectors as the OFE budget increases, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The noise characteristics of the tuning problem prevent the use of many already established multiobjective optimization algorithms which are designed for noisy environments, as the suspected noise characteristics violate the assumptions upon which these algorithms are based. More specifically, many of these algorithms assume that noise variance and distribution are the same throughout the objective space [26] . Also, although there are established multiobjective algorithms such as methods based on local models [26] , which are designed to handle varying noise distributions, it is not clear how these algorithms can be modified to incorporate the enhancements which are described in the next subsection. As such, it was decided to rather use noise-handling techniques used by single objective tuning algorithms and extend them into the context of the multiobjective tuning formulation proposed.
tMOPSOs noise-handling strategy is based upon the resampling strategy [27] which is commonly used by single objective tuning algorithms. The resampling strategy entails using a standard optimization algorithm, designed for static environments without noise, to search a noise-reduced version of the original problem. The noise strength is reduced by evaluating each decision vector n s times and returning its approximated mean function value. Since the noise magnitude is reduced, the resampling strategy improves the performance of nonnoisy optimization algorithms on noisy optimization problems. However, since the strategy decreases the noise strength by a factor of √ n s [26] , the strategy cannot completely eliminate noise. Another significant disadvantage of the resampling strategy is that it is expensive, with the cost of each decision vector evaluation multiplied by a factor of n s . Although little can be done regarding the resampling strategy's inability to completely eliminate noise, the computational cost associated with the method can be decreased significantly.
A more efficient alternative to the standard resampling is to make use of a preemptively terminating resampling strategy. Preemptively terminating resampling strategies work on the basis that evaluating each decision vector n s times is often unnecessary. Statistical tests can be used during the sample gathering process to determine the likelihood of the decision vector being assessed, being an improvement on the decision vectors already assessed. If the decision vector being assessed is unlikely to yield any improvement, the sample gathering process is interrupted to save computational resources. Tuning algorithms which use single objective utility measures often employ a racing [28] or racing equivalent [29] method in order to achieve preemptively terminating resampling.
tMOPSO employs a preemptively terminating resampling strategy which uses the MWUT [20] . Specifically, at userspecified sampling intervals ( n s ), a MWUT is conducted to determine if the difference between the mean of the CPV tuple currently being assessed and the mean values of the CPV tuples already assessed is statistically significant. If the MWUT shows, with a confidence level of α, that the CPV tuple being assessed is worse than the CPV tuples already assessed, then the sample gathering process is interrupted to save computational resources. tMOPSO users can select different values for α and n s , depending on how aggressively or conservatively resampling interruption should take place. A high α reduces the risk of good CPV tuples being discarded, but also increases computational resources spent on bad CPV tuples. By contrast, a low α increases the likelihood of good CPV tuples being mistakenly discarded, but the computational resources saved through using a low α allow more CPV tuples to be assessed.
Preemptively terminating resampling in the context of a general multiobjective noisy environment can be achieved by checking the decision vector being assessed against the decision vectors in the current approximation of the PF. The sampling gathering process is interrupted if there is a decision vector in the current PF approximation, which for all objective space dimensions has a sample mean value which is better than that of the decision vector currently being assessed, given a specified confidence level. Formally for minimization problems, the sample gathering process is interrupted for a candidate decision vector x c , if there is a decision vector in the current approximation of the PF x p , such thatF
whereF(x) k are the k-th components of the objective values from the sample of independent runs of x. The ≤ α operator indicates if the sample mean ofF(x 1 ) k is less than the sample meanF(x 2 ) k with a confidence level greater than or equal to α according to the selected statistical test. In the context of the bi-objective function which tMOPSO optimizes, sample gathering of a CPV tuple y 1 assessed at OFE budget of β 1 is interrupted when another CPV tuple y 2 , assessed at an OFE budget of β 2 exists in the current approximation of the PF such that
where˜ (y, β) denotes the sample of solution errors obtained during the independent runs of the algorithm being tuned when using y CPVs with an OFE budget of β.
B. Specialization for Tuning Stochastic Algorithms Under Multiple Objective Function Evaluation Budgets
Approximating solution errors through numerical experimentation provides additional information which can be exploited when tuning an algorithm for multiple OFE budgets. In order to calculate the solution error obtained by a stochastic algorithm for an OFE budget of β, the algorithm being tuned is run from zero to β OFEs using the specified CPVs and random state. This method of calculation therefore also provides the solution errors obtained for OFE budgets of less than β. For example, when calculating the utility metric u(y, β) for an evolutionary optimization algorithm with a population of size N, the solution error calculation also provides information on
This information is used by tMOPSO to enhance tuning efficiency. Another appealing aspect of using this additional information is that it accommodates the scenario when the algorithm being tuned terminates due to a stopping criterion other than reaching the OFE budget. This accommodation happens naturally, since the utility values for an OFE budget less than the number of OFE at termination are available. Furthermore, the manner in which solution errors are calculated can be exploited to provide solution errors for OFE budgets higher than β, at a reduced cost, since the calculations need not start from zero OFEs again, but rather simply continue from β OFEs. Exploiting the additional information from the solution error calculations has a drawback in terms of increasing the computational overhead. Increased overhead becomes detrimental when tuning an optimization algorithm with low computational overhead to a cheap optimization problem, in which case the majority of computational resources are spent on internal overhead for the tuning algorithm, instead of assessing new CPV tuples. For such a scenario, the best option would be to utilize only some of the information from the solution error calculation. The converse is also true when tuning an algorithm with high computational overhead, in which case all the information from the solution error calculation can be parsed without significantly detracting resources from assessing new CPV tuples. Due to computational overhead considerations, a control parameter B is introduced to specify on which OFE budgets tMOPSO should focus on. The tMOPSO method therefore calculates the following CPV utility metrics when assessing a CPV tuple:
where the upper OFE budget β is specified by the tMOPSO CPV assessment procedure. If B is not set, all OFE budgets up to β max are focused on and all the solution error information as presented in (12) is used. The tMOPSO CPV assessment procedure increases tuning efficiency by exploiting the additional information from the solution error calculations, in conjunction with the preemptively terminating resampling strategy described in (10)- (11) . Given a set of candidate groups of CPVs Y, the utility values from (13) are first roughly approximated for each y ∈ Y. This rough approximation entails using the small initial sample size specified by n s , and a target OFE budget of
where λ is the target OFE budget overshoot factor, which is a user-specified CPV for tMOPSO. The value of λ only affects the initial value of β for each y, after which the tMOPSO noise-handling strategy is used to adjust β . After the initial samples are generated, tMOPSOs CPV assessment procedure then conducts resampling interruption checks as to determine which of the u values from (13) should be refined further. These interruption checks are conducted against the utility measure approximations in the current PF approximation. If it is the first iteration of tMOPSO and no PF approximation exists, then the interruption checks are conducted using the other utility value approximations currently being refined. According to the results from resampling interruption checks, β is reduced to match the largest OFE budget at which each CPV tuple y (y ∈ Y) may be effective. Reducing β results in a large saving of computational resources, especially where the CPVs being assessed are effective at OFE budgets far lower than the original β value. This refinement of β is repeated multiple times according to the step increments specified by n s . After the sampling loop is completed, the utility values which reached the required resampling sample size are used to update the PF approximation of the tuning problem at hand. The tMOPSO CPV tuple assessment procedure is summarized in Fig. 3 .
In order to efficiently perform the resampling interruption checks and update PF approximations, tMOPSO exploits the bi-objective nature of the proposed utility metric as detailed in the next subsection.
C. Quickly Performing Resampling Interruption Checks and Pareto-Optimal Front Approximation Updates
Most multiobjective optimization algorithms maintain a set of relatively nondominated decision vectors. This set is updated during the optimization process, and is often used to store the approximation of the PF, as is the case with tMOPSO. The object responsible for updating and storing the nondominated decision vector set is traditionally referred to as the Pareto archive or repository. Conventional archives update or maintain the nondominated decision vector set through the use of the linear list approach [30] , as follows: a candidate decision vector x c is added to the archive when it is not dominated by any decision vector in that archive. Additionally, if x c is added, then the decision vectors in the archive need to be checked against x c , with all decision vectors dominated by x c being discarded. Formally
where A is the set of relatively nondominated decision vectors stored by the archive. For the linear list approach updating a set of relatively nondominated decision vectors is of computational complexity O(|A|) for each decision vector inspection, where |A| is the number of decision vectors stored in A. The resulting computational overhead of the linear list approach is too high for tMOPSOs CPV tuple assessment procedure, and would greatly reduce the number of OFE budgets which tMOPSO can tune under, i.e., |A|. To allow tMOPSO to focus on a large number of OFE budgets, a fast-checking archive capable of determining dominance statuses and dominance likelihood statuses faster than O(|A|) is required.
The fast-checking archive used by tMOPSO is based on the work in Berry and Vamplew [31] . For bi-objective minimization problems, a candidate decision vector x c is nondominated by any decision vector in A, when it is not dominated by its neighboring decision vector x n . Here x n is the decision vector in A with the smallest improvement relative to x c , according to the minimize OFE budget objective. Formally, for bi-objective minimization problems
where x n has the property
The approach of Berry and Vamplew [31] therefore results in a significant reduction in computational requirements compared to the linear list approach, since the number of Pareto dominance checks required is reduced from |A| to only one.
Resampling interruption checks can also be sped up using the bi-objective property described in (17) and (18) due to the noise characteristics of tMOPSOs utility measure. In particular, since the second objective of the utility measure used is the OFE budget allocated, which does not change during the resampling process, x n is known without having to wait for the resampling process to complete. Which decision vector the candidate decision vector is going to be compared with to determine its dominance status against the entire bi-objective front is therefore known. As such, only one dominance likelihood check as described in (10) and (11) needs to be performed. This is significant, as it reduces the computational overhead drastically by decreasing the number of dominance likelihood checks from the size of the Pareto archive to only one.
Another aspect of Pareto archives that is relevant when tuning optimization algorithms for multiple OFE budgets is size limiting. Normally size limiting is required to keep the computational overhead of maintaining the archive down. The loss of some nondominated vectors is often considered insubstantial, provided that the retained decision vectors are adequately spaced as to be able to represent the PF of the multiobjective problem being solved. Direct size limiting is not applied to the tMOPSOs archive, since the CPV assessment procedure will limit the archive to a size of B, or to the size of β max if B is unspecified.
With all its core elements described, the complete tMOPSO algorithm is presented in the next subsection.
D. Tuning Optimization Algorithm
The tMOPSO algorithm is a particle swarm-based [25] algorithm. A number of multiobjective PSO variants have been presented [25] , [32] , [33] . tMOPSO is, however, the first variant specialized for tuning single objective optimization algorithms under multiple OFE budgets.
PSO algorithms explore the search space by utilizing a swarm of particles, where each particle's search is influenced by both a local and a global guide. Each particle's local guide is selected according to information which that particle has personally experienced, while the global guide is selected according to information that the particle's neighborhood has experienced. Many different neighborhood topologies exist, each resulting in a different information flow through the swarm. tMOPSO is a global best PSO where each particle's neighborhood spans the entire swarm.
When applied to single objective optimization problems, global best PSO algorithms need only store the personal best decision vectors that particles have explored and the global best decision vector the swarm has explored. The personal and global best values are updated after each search iteration according to the function values of the particle's new position in the search space. However, for multiobjective optimization where decision vectors can be relatively nondominated, the personal best experienced by each particle and the global best experienced by the swarm cannot be fully captured without using Pareto nondominated sets or Pareto archives. tMOPSO therefore also stores each particle's local approximation of the PF, in addition to having a Pareto archive to store the swarm's approximation of the PF. This approach is tractable from a computational overhead perspective since tMOPSO is designed for the presented biobjective tuning formulation only, and can therefore use the fast-checking bi-objective archive described in the previous subsection to efficiently capture each particle's approximation of the PF. In the event that the preemptively terminating resampling approach interrupts the approximation of the utility values, the mean values from the interrupted samples are used to update the local approximations of the PF.
In order to search for the solutions to the control parameter tuning problem formulation presented in (8) , tMOPSO uses a decision vector of the form
. . .
where y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n y denote the CPVs being tuned, and β is the OFE budget allocated to those CPVs. The natural logarithm of β is used by tMOPSO in the decision variable definition, as this transformation helps to improve the scaling of the search space. tMOPSO begins its search by assigning to each of the swarm's N particles a position that is generated randomly inside the search initialization bounds. Formally, the j-th particle's initial position decision vector x j 0 , is generated as
where I L and I U are the lower and upper initialization bounds, respectively, • is the Hadamard product operator, and r() is a function which returns a vector of dimension |I U | whose components are each randomly generated between 0 and 1 using a uniform probability density distribution. After initialization, each particle's position for the i-th iteration is updated as
where v j i is the j-th particle's velocity at iteration i, with each particle having a zero initial velocity. No position or velocity limiting is applied to tMOPSO particles. Instead, when the result from a particle's position update is invalid, the particle's velocity and position are recalculated until a valid solution is found. This approach, although normally undesirable for general constraint handling where constraint evaluations can be expensive, is acceptable here since tuning constraints are normally computationally cheap. Traditionally in single objective PSO, the j-th particle's velocity is updated as
where ω is the inertia factor, c p and c g are the personal and global acceleration constants, x p is the personal best decision vector and x g is the global best decision vector of the swarm. However, in the context of tMOPSO where the swarm's global best and every particle's local best are PF approximations, additional heuristics are required to determine which decision vectors from these PF approximations to use in velocity updates.
tMOPSO selects guiding vectors from the local and global PF approximations which perform well at OFE budgets close to a particle's expected future assessment OFE budget. The guide selection OFE budget β g is calculated based on the particle's current position x (23) where c β is the target OFE perturbation factor, β max is the maximum OFE budget of interest and the r g () function returns a random scalar generated using a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and a standard deviation of 0.25. c β is a userspecified parameter which influences tMOPSOs behavior in terms of exploration versus exploitation. A near zero c β would result in guides being selected which are effective at the expected future assessment OFE budget of a particle, and therefore favors exploitation. In contrast, a c β close to one would result in guides being selected randomly from the entire local or global approximation of the PF, and hence favor exploration. Fig. 4 shows the probability density function which is used to generate β g . Each particle's velocity is updated as
where the x j p () and x g () functions each return a nondominated decision vector from the local and global approximations of the PF, respectively, with each decision vector selected using its own β g value. The β c component of the tMOPSO velocity update rule is a velocity correction factor, which keeps 
The swarm continues to explore the search space using the position and velocity update rules, until the application layer evaluation budget γ max is exhausted. A termination criterion based on γ which is the number of application layer evaluations made by the algorithm being tuned, is well suited for controlling the computational resources used during tuning where preemptively terminating resampling occurs. The pseudo-code for tMOPSO is given in Fig. 5 .
IV. NUMERICAL SETUP
Numerical experiments are conducted to gauge tMOPSOs effectiveness at tuning optimization algorithms under multiple OFE budgets. In particular, tMOPSO is compared against other algorithms for tuning under multiple OFE budgets, as well as tuning algorithms focused on a single OFE budget.
Comparison against the single OFE budget tuning algorithms aims to help determine if tMOPSO is a viable alternative for tuning under multiple OFE budgets, compared to setting up and solving multiple tuning problems, each focused on a different single OFE budget.
The comparison between tMOPSO and the single OFE budget tuning algorithms is conducted by comparing the best minimum solution error found for an OFE budget of β max . For this comparison, the single OFE budget tuning algorithms are set up to find CPV tuples which result in the lowest solution error for an OFE budget of β max , while tMOPSO is configured to determine CPV tuples for multiple OFE budgets all the way up to β max . Even though tMOPSO focuses on multiple OFE budgets instead of only one budget, tMOPSO may still be competitive against the single OFE budget tuning algorithms. tMOPSO may be competitive since it has information on CPVs which work well at lower OFE budgets, which is made accessible cheaply via the additional history information from the numerical solution error calculations. As such, tMOPSO may still be comparable to methods focused on a single OFE budget, even though tMOPSO is tuning an optimization algorithm under multiple OFE budgets. If tMOPSO is comparable to the single OFE budget tuning methods in this manner, then by extension using tMOPSO to tune under multiple OFE budgets should be a more efficient alternative then setting up multiple independent tuning runs each focused on a single OFE budget.
The outline of this section follows: the optimization problems used in the application layers are described first. Then the algorithms tuned under multiple OFE budgets are presented, followed by the description of the tuning algorithms that tMOPSO will be compared to.
A. Application Layers
Selected optimization algorithms are tuned to problems from the CEC 2005 special session on real-parameter optimization [34] . The CEC problems are unconstrained, realvalued, and static noise-free single-objective minimization problems, except for problems 4 and 17 which have noise added to their objective function values. To solve the single objective CEC'05 problems, an optimization algorithm needs to determine the decision vector x which minimizes a scalar objective function f (x), where x ∈ S ⊆ R n , and n is the dimension of the search space. The CEC'05 competition problems were chosen because they are commonly used in the literature [35] . Each of the 25 problems of the competition has a unique shifted global optimum and is of a generalizable search space dimension.
Five problems were selected, as to create five tuning problems per algorithm tuned under multiple OFE budgets. These problems, which were used in 30 dimensions, are as follows. 1) Problem 3, a shifted and rotated high conditioned elliptic problem. 2) Problem 5, Schwefel's problem 2.6 with the global optimum on the bounds. 3) Problem 6, a shifted Rosenbrock problem. 4) Problem 8, a shifted and rotated Ackley problem with the global optimum on the bounds. 5) Problem 10, a shifted and rotated Rastrigin problem. It is expected that for each of these selected problems, the optimization algorithms being tuned will require different CPVs in order to achieve good performance, since each problem has different fitness landscape characteristics. Another reason for the selection of these problems is that they are computationally cheap relative to many of the other CEC'05 problems, allowing for more extensive numerical experiments to be conducted. Noisy problems were not considered as the algorithms to be tuned to the CEC'05 problems are all configured for noise-free optimization.
Selected optimization algorithms are tuned according to the normalized solution error value from each of these CEC problems. The normalization of the solution error values, although not required by tMOPSO or any other tuning algorithm which is going to be assessed, simplifies the interpretation and presentation of the results obtained by the numerical experiments. The normalized solution errors,ˆ , are calculated using a weight scalar,ŵ, asˆ
The value forŵ was approximated numerically so that a mean value of 1.0 is obtained forˆ when selecting a decision vector randomly, with a uniform probability density, from inside the search space of the problem being used in the application layer. Theŵ values used for CEC problems 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10 are 1.506 × 10 −10 , 1.175 × 10 −5 , 3.461 × 10 −12 , 4.590 × 10 −2 , and 4.907 × 10 −4 , respectively. Each of the single-objective algorithms tuned, are tuned to each one of the selected CEC'05 problems separately. Given that three algorithms are tuned, a total of 15 tuning problems are used to compare the chosen tuning algorithms. For all of the tuning problems a β max of 30 000 OFEs is used. Although this value of β max is lower than the 300 000 specified in the CEC'05 competition, the chosen β max is considered to be sufficient to determine CPV tuples effective for both high and low solution accuracy requirements, since optimization algorithms are to be tuned directly to each problem instance.
B. Algorithms Tuned
Well known population-based optimization algorithms are tuned to the selected CEC'05 problem instances. These algorithms are a differential evolution (DE) algorithm, a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, and a covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES) optimization algorithm. A brief description of each algorithm, together with information on which control parameters are tuned, follow.
1) DE:
DE was developed to optimize nondifferentiable, nonlinear cost functions which are multimodal [36] , [37] . The rand/1/bin [36] variation of DE, using the bound constraint handling mechanism proposed by [38] , is tuned under multiple OFE budgets by altering:
1) the population size N; 2) the scaling factor F; 3) the crossover probability parameter C r . Based on [35] , the initialization bounds of the DE tuning problems are N ∈ 
2) PSO: The single objective PSO variant tuned uses a global neighborhood typology, zero initial velocities, a fixed inertia factor, and the bound constraint handling mechanism of [38] . The four PSO CPVs tuned are as follows.
1) The swarm size N.
2) The personal best acceleration constant c p .
3) The global best acceleration constant c g .
4)
The inertia factor ω.
The initialization bounds of the PSO tuning problems were chosen as N ∈ [5, 200] 3] based upon the studies presented in [39] and [40] . The PSO tuning is constrained as
Additional constraints such as ω ≤ 1 and c p + c g ≤ 4 [40] are omitted, since these common recommendations may be detrimental for low OFE budgets were swarm explosion may be beneficial.
3) CMA-ES:
The CMA-ES [41] was developed to handle badly scaled quadratic problems and is invariant against linear transformations of the search space [42] . Version 0.9.56 of the Python implementation of CMA-ES written by the algorithm's original author was tuned by adjusting the following CPVs.
1) The population size N.
2) The parent selection fraction μ f .
3) The maximum step size as a ratio of the search initialization bound size σ r . The tuning initialization bounds are N ∈ [5, 200] , μ f ∈ [0.1, 0.9], and σ r ∈ [0.1, 0.9]. N, μ f , and σ r are constrained to
C. Tuning Algorithms Compared
The multiple OFE budget algorithms compared are tMOPSO, two tMOPSO variants, and the FBM [21] . The tMOPSO variants each of which have core elements of tMOPSO removed, are as follows. 1) tMOPSO − , which uses standard resampling instead of the MWUT-based resampling strategy for handling noise. 2) tMOPSO = , which uses standard resampling for handling noise, and also does not use the additional history information from the solution error calculations. If the theoretical basis upon which tMOPSO is constructed is correct, tMOPSO = should be outperformed by tMOPSO − which in turn should be outperformed by tMOPSO. The Dréo proof-of-concept algorithm [23] , is not compared against the tMOPSO and FBM algorithms, since it is not a multiple OFE budget tuning algorithm, as was discussed in the related work section. The single OFE budget tuning algorithms used in the numerical experiments are REVAC, SPO, iterated F-race (I/Frace) [43] and a single objective variant of tMOPSO, called tPSO. tPSO is a stripped down version of tMOPSO which has the OFE target auxiliary variable removed, to reduce the algorithm to a single objective tuning method focused on one OFE budget only. A resampling size of 25 for approximating mean utility values is used by all the compared tuning algorithms.
Given that the tuning problems' application layers are noise free, a size of 25 should be sufficient to approximate the mean utility values within reasonable statistical confidence levels.
Similarly to the algorithms they are tuning, the performance of the compared tuning algorithms is suspected to be sensitive to both their CPVs and their computational budget. To account for sensitivity to computational budgets, the tuning algorithms are compared over a range of application layer evaluation (γ ) budgets. The maximum comparison gamma used is 15 × 10 7 , which corresponds to performing 5000 CPV tuple assessment runs up to a β max of 30 000. For the standard resampling methods, which generate 25 samples for each CPV tuple evaluated, this gamma budget translates to assessing 200 CPV tuples at β max . To account for sensitivity to control parameters, parameter sweeps are conducted for each tuning algorithm, before they are compared against each other. The precomparison parameter sweeps aim to ensure that each tuning algorithm uses parameters which are well suited to the DE tuning problems used in these experiments. Performance on the PSO and CMA-ES tuning problem is not used in the parameter sweeps, to both save computational resources, and to see if any of the algorithms suffer from over-tuning.
The procedure for selecting parameters for each of the compared tuning algorithms, entails the use of a Friedman test. The candidates for the Friedman test are generated using parameter sweeps, with each candidate being gauged according to five criteria. For the multiple OFE budget tuning algorithms, the five criteria are the hypervolume [44] (HV) achieved on each of the DE tuning problems, for a γ budget of 6 × 10 7 . Since the CEC function values are normalized, the HV reference point used for all problems is [β max , 1]. For the single OFE budget tuning algorithms, the five criteria are the minimum solution error achieved for the DE tuning problems, also for a γ budget of 6 × 10 7 . A resampling size of 10 is used to approximate these performance measures, for each of the CPV tuples investigated. The CPV tuple with the highest Friedman rank is then used by the respective tuning algorithm for the remainder of the experiments.
After the individual parameter sweeps for each of the compared tuning algorithms are completed, those algorithms are applied to the DE, PSO, and CMA-ES tuning problems using the winning CPV tuples. Since these tuning algorithms are stochastic, samples of 20 independent runs for each algorithm on each tuning problem are generated to compare performances. Descriptions of each of the tuning algorithms compared, and the parameters varied for the CPV sweeps, follow in the remainder of this section.
1) tMOPSO and Its Variants:
The CPV tuple candidates for the CPV sweeps for tMOPSO and its variants were chosen according to selected PSO literature [29] , [32] , [39] , [40] . The parameters varied are the inertia factor and the swarm size, with the 110 combinations resulting from ω ∈ {0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0} and N ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 50} being assessed for favorable performance on the DE tuning problems. The fixed CPVs for tMOPSO and its variants include the OFE perturbation factor c β = 0.1, a global acceleration constant of c g = 2.0 and a personal or local acceleration constant value of c p = 2.0. tMOPSO and tMOPSO − use a target OFE overshoot factor of λ = 2.0 for calculating the solution errors. For handling noise, tMOPSO and tPSO use an interruption confidence of 90% and sample size increments of n s = {2, 3, 5, 15} for the MWUTbased strategy. As for tMOPSOs control parameter, B, which specifies the OFE budgets for which the single objective algorithm are to be tuned under, 100 OFE budgets logarithmically spaced between 30 and 30 000 are used. The implementations of tMOPSO and its variants, are available in version 0.10 of the optTune Python package. 1 2) FBM: The FBM is a population based tuning algorithm, which uses the number of OFEs made versus solution error curves to tune under multiple OFE budgets [21] . Each of the N individuals has a CPV tuple as its decision vector, which is randomly generated inside the initialization bounds using a uniform distribution at the start of the tuning optimization. FBMs individuals are ranked according to their OFEs used versus solution error curves, where a curve is calculated by running the algorithm being tuned up to β max , using the corresponding individual's CPV tuple. The ranking procedure begins by assigning the highest rank to each individual with a curve which is optimal for any OFE budget under consideration. Thereafter, the rank counter is increased and the unranked individuals are compared in isolation. At the next ranking iteration, all unranked curves which are optimal compared to the other unranked curves for an OFE budget, are assigned a rank equal to that of the rank counter. This iterative process is repeated until all individuals are ranked. If individuals are compared and they have the same rank, three options are available for tiebreaking, namely the number of OFE budgets for which the curve was optimal for at their rank, the area under the curve, and the area lost if the curve is removed. Based on [21] , the implemented FBM uses area under the curve for tie-breaking. At each generation, size 2 tournaments are conducted, one fold crossover and Gaussian mutation are used to generate offspring. The N offspring then compete against their parents for survival, so that only N out the 2N individuals survive. FBM uses standard resampling to handle noise.
For computational overhead considerations, FBM is modified to only focus on specified OFE budgets, instead of all the OFE budgets up to β max . These target OFE budgets are the same as those specified in tMOPSO B control parameters. Additionally, in accordance with the tuning problem formulation in (8), FBM is not bound constrained and is free to explore outside the CPV initialization bounds. FBM uses the same constraint handling approach as tMOPSO and its variants, whereby candidate CPV tuple generation repeats until all the constraints are satisfied, after which the CPV tuple is assessed. Our implementation of FBM is available in version 0.10 of the optTune Python package.
For FBM, different combinations of N and the control parameter m s are assessed in the CPV sweep. m s controls the standard deviation of FBMs Gaussian mutation, with the standard deviation being equal to m s multiplied by the range of the 1 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/optTune/ initialization bounds, I U − I L . The 110 combinations resulting from N ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 50} and m s ∈ {0.0, 0.05, . . . , 0.5} are assessed for good overall performance on the DE tuning problems.
3) REVAC: The REVAC method is a single objective tuning algorithm which uses Shannon entropy models to guide the tuning process [9] . At the start of the tuning optimization, R i CPV tuples are generated randomly throughout the search space. Thereafter, R p CPV tuples are used to fit the Shannon entropy models as to generate a new candidate CPV tuple. This fitting and CPV tuple generating process is repeated until the computational budget is exhausted. REVAC uses standard resampling to handle noise. The REVAC implementation from the algorithm's original paper [9] is used.
The 99 combinations of R i ∈ {10, 20, . . . , 100} and R p ∈ {0.1R i , 0.2R i . . . , 1.0R i } (minus the combination where R p is one) are assessed for the precomparison tuning. REVAC enforces search bound constraints. As such, the population size of the algorithm being tuned is bound between N ∈ [5, 400], with the following algorithm-specific tuning search bounds for DE,
. REVAC also uses these bounds as the initialization bounds.
4) SPO:
The SPO framework uses surrogate modeling to tune an optimization algorithm [8] . Numerous surrogate modeling options and initialization strategies are available. In these numerical experiments, SPO is set up to use Kriging Gaussian models [45] and Latin Hypercube sampling to generate the initial candidate CPV tuples. After generating an initial group of CPV tuples, SPO splits computational resources between gathering additional sample points for CPV tuples already evaluated and assessing new CPV tuples. Specifically, the optimal computing budget allocation (OCBA) approach is used to decide which CPV tuples are promising and how many additional samples should be generated for those promising candidates. A modified version of the SPO algorithm in SPOT version 1.0.2667 2 is used in these experiments. SPO was modified as to adhere to an upper limit for resampling. This modification was required as otherwise SPO would spend computational resources refining CPV tuple samples above the desired maximum of 25.
The SPO parameters investigated for good overall performance on the DE tuning problems, are the number of points used to fit the Kriging model S k , the number of new CPVs assessed for each iteration S n , and the OCBA budget S o . In particular, the 120 combinations resulting from S k ∈ {6, 12, . . . , 30}, S n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}, and S o ∈ {9, 15, 21} are assessed. Based on a recent SPO paper [12] , the initial number of CPV tuples assessed is fixed at 30, and four initial samples are generated for each CPV tuple being assessed. SPO is also a bound constrained method, and is setup to use the same bounds as REVAC.
5) I/F-Race:
The I/F-race method tunes an algorithm by performing successive F-races. The results from each F-race are used to reduce the search space used for generating candidate CPV tuples for the next F-race, as to home in on promising CPV tuples. The I/F-race implementation used in these experiments is from version 1.04 of the irace package, 3 which was modified as to enforce a resampling size limit, and to allow for an user-specified rate of search space reduction. Initially, I/F-race generates I n candidate CPV tuples inside the search bounds, and conducts an F-race amongst these CPV tuples. For each F-race thereafter, I n new candidate CPV tuples are generated, and raced against the winner or winners from the previous race. These new candidates are randomly generated around the winners from the previous F-race, using a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of I σ , subject to those new candidates being in the search bounds. The rate of reduction of I σ is controlled through the parameter I r , which specifies the desired ratio of the final I σ to that of the initial I σ . As a function of the fraction of tuning budget used ζ
where b U and b L are the search bounds. As for the F-races themselves, Friedman tests for eliminating CPV tuple candidates unlikely to be competitive begin after I f samples.
The danger of search bounds reduction approaches such as I/F-race is that bounds are reduced incorrectly, with the search homing in on wrong regions of the search space. are assessed, where an I f of 2 is computationally the cheapest but has the highest risk of leading I/F-race astray, and an I f of 10 being the opposite. Additionally, the number of new candidates generated is varied, I n ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 30}, giving a total of 108 CPV tuples assessed. The confidence level of the I/F-race Friedman test is fixed to 90%.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The results from numerical experiments constructed to gauge the effectiveness of tMOPSO are presented and discussed in this section. The comparison of the multiple OFE budget tuning algorithms is presented first. Thereafter follows the comparison of tMOPSO with the single OFE budget tuning algorithms, as gauge to the use of tMOPSO as an alternative to setting up multiple uncoupled single OFE budget tuning problems. Lastly, tMOPSOs results for tuning DE and PSO are scrutinized against previous studies. For brevity, the statistical significance tests together with the complete tMOPSO tuning results are not included in this paper. These tests and results are available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org. 3 http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/irace/ 
A. Comparison of Tuning Algorithms Focused on Multiple OFE Budgets
The parameter tuples for tMOPSO, tMOPSO − , tMOPSO = , and FBM which were found to result in the best overall performance on the DE tuning problems are presented in Table I . For all the parameter sweeps, the Friedman test conducted showed that the performance difference between the candidate CPV tuples was statistically significant given a confidence level of 90%. The candidate CPV tuples with best Friedman rank, using the HV achieved on the DE tuning problems as the five criteria, were then applied to the DE, PSO, and CMA-ES tuning problems.
On 14 out of the 15 CEC'05 tuning problems tMOPSO achieved the greatest mean HV over all γ considered, the exception being the tuning of CMA-ES to CEC'05 problem 8, as summarized in Table II . For the DE and CMA-ES CEC'05 problem 8 tuning problems, MWUTs showed that on the difference between the mean HV achieved by tMOPSO and the means of the other tuning algorithms compared are not statistically significant with a confidence level of 95%. In particular the mean difference between tMOPSO and tMOPSO − was not statistically significant for the tuning of DE to CEC'05 problem 8, and the difference of tMOPSO, tMOPSO − , and FBM was not significant when tuning CMA-ES to CEC'05 problem 8.
The poorer performance of tMOPSO − and tMOPSO = compared to tMOPSO is expected, since these algorithms are stripped versions of tMOPSO with core elements removed. In particular, tMOPSO = 's worse performance compared with tMOPSO and tMOPSO − is expected, since tMOPSO = does not use the additional history information from the solution error calculations as tMOPSO − and tMOPSO do. The out-performance of tMOPSO − by tMOPSO is also expected, because tMOPSO − uses standard resampling instead of resampling which makes use of MWUTs to interrupt the sample gathering process as tMOPSO does. These results although expected are important as they provide supporting evidence for the theoretical basis upon which tMOPSO was developed.
The out-performance of FBM by tMOPSO on the tuning problem used in these experiments could be for various reasons. Firstly, the evolutionary operators used by FBM could be poorly suited to the selected tuning problems compared to particle swarm operators used by tMOPSO and its variants. However, if these mechanics were the only differentiating factor, tMOPSO = would perform better then FBM, which it does not. tMOPSO = being outperformed by FBM is most likely due to FBM using the history information from the OFE budget solution error calculations, which tMOPSO = does not do. Another important difference between FBM and tMOPSO, is that tMOPSO does not evaluate every CPV tuple assessed up to the maximum OFE budget of interest. tMOPSO multiobjective formulation allows for tMOPSO to predict which OFE budgets a CPV tuple will be competitive at, thereby saving computational resources. If the number of CPV tuples assessed in the DE, PSO, and CMA-ES tuning problems are compared, tMOPSO − evalutes between 4 and 10 times more CPV tuples than FBM. tMOPSOs noise handling strategy based on MWUTs further increases this ratio, with tMOPSO evaluating between 10 and 30 times more CPV tuples than FBM. Even though tMOPSO may have miscalculated a large portion of OFE budgets at which some of these CPV tuples assessment are likely to be effective at, this order increase in the number of CPV tuples assessed, is suspected to have strongly contributed to FBM being outperformed by tMOPSO. These numerical results are also used to investigate tMOPSOs computational overhead in practice. Gauging computational overhead is of particular interest since a large portion of tMOPSOs design is focused on reducing computational overhead. To gauge computational overhead, the overhead ratios of tMOPSO runs were calculated, where the overhead ratio is calculated by dividing the computing time used by the tuning algorithm, by the computing time used by the algorithm being tuned. The extreme cases arise for the DE and PSO tuning problems, for which computationally cheap, highly optimized Fortran code is tuned. For the DE tuning to CEC'05 problems 3, 5, 6, 8, and 10 overhead ratios of 28%, 58%, 80%, 2%, and 14% were recorded with similar overheads for the PSO tuning problems. These ratios are considered low given the highly optimized code which is tuned. For scenarios considered more typical, where a nonoptimized code is tuned, such as the tuning of CMA-ES algorithm, which is a Python code, overhead ratios of 0.4%, 0.3%, 0.3%, 0.2%, and 0.4% were recorded for CEC'05 problems 3, 5, 
B. Comparison With Tuning Algorithms Focused on Single OFE Budget
The selected single OFE budget tuning algorithms are compared against tMOPSO, each using parameters found to be well-suited to the DE tuning problems. As with the multiple OFE budget algorithms, Friedman tests showed that the parameter varied did have a statistically significant effect on each of the single OFE budget algorithms performances. The parameters found by CPV sweeps for each of the compared single OFE budget tuning algorithms are shown in Table III .
The comparison of tMOPSO against these single OFE budget tuning algorithms shows that no tuning algorithm outperforms the rest, as depending on the tuning problem and γ , different tuning algorithms performed better as summarized in Table IV . Furthermore, for many of the tuning problems over a large range of γ , the difference between the best sample mean and the other sample means of the compared algorithms is not statistically significant with a confidence level of 95%.
To quantify the relative performances of the compared tuning algorithms, a rank based analysis similar to that used in the CEC'05 competition was done. For each tuning problem, the competing algorithms were ranked according to the mean of the minimum solution error found at an OFE budget of β max , determined after a γ of 3 × 10 7 and 15 × 10 7 , respectively. After the ranks were calculated, the rank sum over all the tuning problems was used to gauge each algorithm's performance. The ranks which are summarized in Table IV show that for a γ of 3 × 10 7 , tPSO performed the best with a rank sum of 28, followed by I/F-race with 33, SPO with 43, tMOPSO with 53 and REVAC with 68. For a γ of 15 × 10 7 , tPSO again performed the best with a rank sum of 27, follow by I/F-race with 34, tMOPSO with 51, REVAC with 55, and SPO with 58. If these rank sums are taken into consideration with the fact that tPSO achieves the best mean solution error on 5 out of the 15 tuning problems for a γ of 3 × 10 7 , and 10 out of 15 tuning problems for a γ of 15 × 10 7 , it is concluded that tPSO results in the best overall performance on the tuning problems. Analysis of the tuning algorithm performances allows the research question, regarding if it would be more efficient to use tMOPSO to tune an algorithm under multiple OFE budgets, compared to setting up multiple tuning problems each focused on a single OFE budget, to be answered. Specifically, the extra computational effort required to run a single OFE budget tuning algorithm on the 100 logarithmically spaced OFE budgets which tMOPSO tunes under in these experiments, is compared to the extra computational effort required by tMOPSO to tune under those 100 OFE budgets and compete against the single OFE budget algorithm in terms of best solution error at β max . As shown in Table V , the additional computational effort for tMOPSO measured in terms of γ varies depending upon both the tuning problem and the γ budget allocated to the single OFE budget tuning algorithms. On one-third of the data points generated tMOPSO can compete with less then 100% extra γ . If tMOPSOs extra γ is increased to 250% then tMOPSO produces a better or comparable mean for two-thirds of the data points. Increasing the extra γ to 500%, allows tMOPSO to compete on 80 out of the 90 data points investigated in Table V . For the remaining 10 data points, which correspond to tuning DE to CEC'05 problem 8 and when tuning CMA-ES to CEC'05 problem 8, some of the tMOPSO runs got stuck in what could be viewed as a tuning local minimum, and cannot compete no matter how much extra γ is allocated. Increasing tMOPSOs population size is expected to reduce the risk of this occurring for these two Ackley-based tuning problems. For 13 out of 15 problems where tMOPSO does not get stuck, tMOPSOs extra γ requirements need to be compared to the 1380% extra γ required to run a single OFE budget algorithm on all of the 100 logarithmically spaced OFE budgets tMOPSO tunes under. Therefore, for 13 out of 15 problems of these numerical experiments, it is more efficient to tune an algorithm under multiple OFE budget using tMOPSO, compared to setting up multiple tuning problems each focused on a different OFE budget.
tMOPSOs effectiveness at tuning under multiple OFE budgets, compared to a single OFE budget algorithm solving multiple uncoupled tuning problem is attributed to two primary factors. Firstly, tMOPSO has an advantage in that it has information of which CPV tuples perform well at different OFE budgets, which is exploited using multiobjective optimization in order to boost tuning efficiency. Secondly, as tMOPSO uses the history information from the OFE budget solution error calculations, one CPV tuple's assessment run is used to gauge performance at multiple OFE budgets. Given these reasons, tuning an optimization algorithm under a range of OFE budgets using tMOPSO should be more efficient compared with setting up multiple tuning problems, each focused on a different OFE budget, and then solving each of those problems using a single OFE budget tuning algorithm. This general conclusion holds provided that tMOPSO does not get stuck in a local minimum, which occurred for some of the tMOPSO runs on the DE and CMA-ES Ackley-based tuning problems.
C. Scrutinization of the Tuning Results
Attention is focused next on scrutinizing the tuning results obtained by tMOPSO. Since the DE and PSO algorithm implementations tuned are sensitive to OFE budgets [3] , tMOPSO should recommend different CPV tuples for different OFE budgets. Specifically, an increase in the optimal population size should be observed as the OFE budget increases [3] .
For the majority of tMOPSOs independent runs on the DE tuning problems an increasing population size was found optimal as the OFE budget increases, as shown in Fig. 6 . The DE tuning results do vary from each other, but this variance is expected since DE is stochastic and the utility values were approximated numerically. The only exception where the expected trend of increasing population size was not observed, was CEC'05 problem instance 8. The DE tuning results for CEC'05 problem instance 8 vary largely from tMOPSO run to tMOPSO run, and no clear CPV trends were observed. Satisfactorily, the tMOPSO tuning results for the PSO tuning problems shown in Fig. 7 , also recommend an increasing optimal swarm size as the OFE budget increases. Furthermore, in agreement with a literature recommendation [40] , the sum of local and global acceleration constants found by tMOPSO is less than or equal to four, except at low OFE budgets. The tMOPSO tuning results indicate that the CMA-ES optimization algorithm may also be sensitive to OFE budget constraints. However, to be certain, an extensive sensitivity study such as in [46] should be conducted to verify the sensitivity of CMA-ES to OFE budgets. In addition to sensitivity to OFE budgets, the tuning results also indicate that optimal CPVs are sensitive to the fitness landscape of the optimization problem being tackled, an observation which was expected.
Given the sensitivity of the tuned optimization algorithms to the termination criteria and fitness landscapes of the problem being tackled, the usefulness of the tuning results themselves is limited. Moreover, practitioners are only guaranteed of achieving favorable performance using the CPVs recommended by the tuning results, should they tackle problems similar to one of the CEC'05 problems used in these experiments, and make use of the same implementations of the DE, PSO, or CMA-ES algorithms which were tuned. Therefore, instead of using CPVs found to be optimal in these numerical experiments, practitioners should rather apply tuning algorithms as to determine CPVs which are well-suited to testing problems representative of the optimization problem which they are tackling. Algorithm developers can assist in this regard by equipping algorithms with control parameters as to allow the algorithm to be effectively tuned to a large variety of fitness landscapes and OFE budget constraints.
In regard to developing algorithms which are tunable to a vast range or problems, cross-examination of the tuning results indicates possible areas of improvement among the tuned algorithms. For instance, the tuned performances of the DE and CMA-ES algorithms are worse than that of PSO for the Ackley-based CEC'05 problem instance 8, as shown in Tables II and IV . This worse tuned performance combined with the inconsistent tMOPSO CPV recommendations, indicate that the search mechanics required for favorable performance on Ackley-type problems can either not be manifested, or are very difficult to determine. This deficiency in the DE and CMA-ES tuning formulations, is either because inappropriate CPVs were tuned, or because the versions of DE and CMA-ES tuned are not capable of producing a search which is as effective on Ackley-type problems as the tuned PSO algorithm is. Should the latter case be true, additional search mechanics could be added to DE and CMA-ES as to improve their tunability to Ackley-type problems.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new algorithm called tMOPSO is presented for tuning stochastic optimization algorithms under multiple OFE budgets. Central to the proposed algorithm is the use of a multiobjective tuning problem formulation which allows for CPV sensitivity to OFE budgets to be directly incorporated into the tuning problem. tMOPSO is specialized for tuning stochastic algorithms through the use of a noise-handling strategy which uses MWUTs to preemptively terminate the resampling process and thereby boost tuning efficiency. Furthermore, tMOPSO utilizes the historical information from optimization runs used to assess the performance resulting from a specified CPV tuple for a given OFE budget, as to quantify that CPV tuple's performance at OFE budgets lower than the specified OFE budget. To efficiently process this information, fast Pareto dominance checking, and Pareto dominance likelihood checking procedures are used.
Numerical experiments verify that tMOPSO is effective at tuning optimization algorithms. Specifically, for the tuning problems used and when compared under even tuning, tMOPSO was found to be better than or at least comparable to existing multiple OFE budget tuning algorithms. Furthermore, the numerical experiments also indicate that tuning an optimization algorithm under multiple OFE budgets using tMOPSO should be more effective compared to setting up multiple uncoupled tuning problems each of which is focused on a different single OFE budget.
Future work is the development of a many-objective tuning algorithm. tMOPSO is a bi-objective tuning algorithm, and is therefore limited to only tuning an optimization algorithm to one problem at a time under multiple OFE budgets. In order to tune an optimization algorithm to multiple problems under multiple OFE budgets holistically, an algorithm designed for four or more tuning objectives is required. Development of such a tuning algorithm would require combining the core elements of tMOPSO with those of many objective optimization. This task will be complicated by the fact that many of the tMOPSO mechanics exploit the bi-objective nature of tMOPSOs problem formulation, in order to reduce computational overhead. Therefore, the design of a many objective tuning algorithm would require more than simply adding extra objectives to tMOPSOs problem formulation, and warrants further research.
